Fellow Reading List

It is expected that the Fellow in training will have completed the required reading lists at both the Associate and Certified levels.

The following list contains both **required** and **recommended readings**. The dark bullet (•) identifies required readings and the hollow bullet (o) indicates those that are recommended. The individual Fellow will determine the specific requirements for each intern.
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|                                      | Co., Inc. ISBN: 155766-138-3 |
|                                      | Brady, Susan. 2000. *A Roadmap for the Literature on Reading Acquisition and Reading Disability: Discovering the Research and the Implications for Practice*. An Annotated Bibliography prepared for The Greenwood Institute and The Greenwood School. This bibliography is extensive, runs 31 printed pages and may be accessed at: [www.greenwoodinstitute.org/roadmap/rdmindex.html](http://www.greenwoodinstitute.org/roadmap/rdmindex.html) |
|                                      | [www.interdys.org](http://www.interdys.org) |
| Useful websites and current articles | Check Academy publications and website for current information and research as well as additions or deletions to this list. |
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